Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space, dim H > 1 , and 38(H) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H . Assume that j/ is a standard operator algebra on H . Then every additive Jordan *-derivation J: sf -► SSifl) is of the form J(A) = AT-TA* for some Te^(H).
for some T e 33(H). The assumption that H is infinite dimensional is indispensable in this statement [8] .
It is the aim of this note to obtain a similar result for additive Jordan ♦-derivations. More precisely, we shall prove the following result:
Theorem. Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space, dim H > \, and let sf be a standard operator algebra on H. Suppose that J: sf -► 33(H) is an additive Jordan ^-derivation. Then there exists a unique linear operator T e 33(H) such that J(A) = AT-TA* holds for all Aesf .
Remark. Two special cases of this result have been already proved-the case when sf = 33(H) [6] and the case when H is a complex Hilbert space and sf is the algebra of all compact linear operators [1] . In this general setting we use a completely different approach as in [1, 6] . Clearly, <p is an additive Jordan homomorphism; that is, <t> is additive and (4>(A))2 = <p(A2) holds for all finite rank operators A. It should be mentioned that relation (2) is a variation of a standard connection between linear derivations and algebra homomorphisms (see [2] 
™-{i •*£>). ^)-(S^).
The mappings <p and ip are an additive homomorphism and an additive antihomomorphism respectively, and consequently, q>2 and ip2 are additive mappings satisfying For any x, y e H we shall denote the inner product of these two vectors by y*x, while xy* shall denote the rank one operator given by (xy*)z = (y*z)x . Every rank one operator can be written in this form. For every nonzero x e H we denote Lx = {xy*: y e H} c 9~(H). It follows from (4) that <p2 is a linear mapping on 9~(H). Moreover, for every nonzero x e H we have <Pi(Lx) c Lx . Thus, we can find for every nonzero x from H a linear mapping Sx: H -> H such that (p2(xy*) = x(Sxy)*. For linearly independent vectors x, u € H and for an arbitrary vector y e H we have (jr. + u)(Sx+uy)* = (p2((x + u)y*) = (p2(xy*) + <p2(uy*) = x(Sxy)* + u(Suy)*.
This yields that Sx = Su. In the case that nonzero vectors x and u are linearly dependent, we find a vector z from H such that x and z are linearly independent. Then we have Sx = S2 -Su . Hence, we have proved that there exists a linear operator S: H -> H such that (7) <p2(xy*) = x(Sy)*.
One can verify using (5) that the mapping xp^ given by y'2(A) = (y/2(A))* satisfies y/2(AB) = Ay/'2(B). This yields the existence of a linear operator T:H-+H such that (8) ip2(xy*) = -Tyx*.
Replacing A and B in (6) by xy* and uv* respectively and applying (7), 
